T h e B i rt h o f El e c tron i c s

DeForest was a bit of an experimental “doodler.” While experimenting with the Fleming
Valve (diode vacuum tube), he inserted a grid and patented the triode vacuum tube.
However, DeForest didn’t quite understand how his own
“invention” worked. It took a young engineering student at
Columbia University named Edwin Howard Armstrong to not
only explain its function, but put it to work in its first
practical application: the regenerative radio circuit. In terms
of commercial applications, it wasn’t until engineers at Bell
Labs developed reliable, high-vacuum electron tubes built
on sound principles of physics that the “audion” came into
its own as a practical oscillator and amplifier.
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While digging through my office drawer I stumbled across an old DeForest spherical
audion in a box of old stamps. It’s not much to look at, but it symbolizes the birth of the
modern electronics industry.

DeForest might be described as a “cad.” He was that type of
intelligent person who had sufficient creativity to achieve a
degree of success, but who would nonetheless rationalize
certain actions and beliefs, which were not always subject to
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The Bir th of Electronics (continued)
By James Wades, WB8SIW

a true moral calculus.
Early in his career, DeForest stole the electrolytic detector idea from the brilliant Canadian inventor, Reginald
Fessenden, and relabeled it the “DeForest Responder.” At one point, he narrowly missed serving time in Federal Prison
for stock fraud, when claims made for his “DeForest Wireless System” were proven false. Later, he would lay claim to
Armstrong’s regenerative circuit patent, using a very flimsy argument of audio feedback described in an old
engineering journal, resulting in a court case that lasted for years at great personal expense to Armstrong. Desperate
for fame and notoriety, DeForest often acted ignobly when faced with competition from engineers and inventors of
greater talent or creativity.
DeForest would eventually come to be called “the Father of Radio.” This really wasn’t true, but he claimed the title and
made the most of it throughout the remainder of his life. Nonetheless, his invention of the triode vacuum tube lives on
in our modern electronics industry. While largely replaced by solid-state devices, it laid the foundation for decades of
fantastic progress in the field of telecommunications. Therefore, one might argue that the old DeForest Audion laying
neglected in my office drawer is a seed from which grew our vast, modern technological infrastructure.
Perhaps I’ll treat it with a bit more respect.
30

S o m e O b s er vat i o n s R e g a r d i n g D el aye d M e s s a g es
By James Wades (WB8SIW)

I recently received two messages on a state traffic net, one of which was 11 days old, and the other of which was four
days old. It appears these messages were listed for multiple nights on the net, but there was no outlet for delivery. I
accepted the messages, neatly typed them up on delivery cards, dropped them in envelopes and mailed them. Quite
honestly, I was too embarrassed to call the addressees and decided to avoid the uncomfortable process entirely.

This situation is not unusual. Radiograms generally move through the network quickly, only to languish on local or
state/section nets for days, awaiting a volunteer willing to accept the traffic for delivery. This gives the average radio
amateur or customer the impression that traffic nets don’t work well. The resulting black eye does much to erode
support for the program, despite the fact that dedicated traffic handlers maintain a solid infrastructure.
During the recent “Cascadia Rising” disaster exercise (see the September issue of QNI), RRI members proved they could
convey complex message traffic quickly and accurately, often delivering messages to the FEMA National Response
Coordinating Center (NRCC) within minutes of the time they were presented for origination. It is obvious that the
infrastructure can work well, so what’s different about routine radiograms?
One might argue that traffic handlers are the target of “victim blaming.” Essentially, many hams feel no sense of
obligation to maintain or support the system, yet they blame it for delivery delays when no outlet is available on the
nets serving their location. They criticize “spam,” but they do nothing to originate a personal radiogram. They compare
NTS to the Internet and commercial telecommunications infrastructure, but they fail to apply the same standard to
their local ARES nets, their radio club activities or their preferred operating interest.
The Cascadia Rising exercise was the FIRST real emergency management exercise of a national scope for RRI volunteers
in at least fifty years. Yet, despite the lack of an institutional history in the form of past exercises on behalf of important
agency partners, RRI volunteers not only faced the challenge head-on; they proved they can do the job in a
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professional manner.
The success of “Cascadia Rising” proves that the RRI approach works well. However, combating the irrational judgment
of critics who complain of delivery delays for routine traffic will be difficult, if not impossible. Let’s face facts; most
people do not engage in self-examination. They don’t ask questions such as “before I criticize this volunteer program,
perhaps I should ask myself how my lack of support for the Amateur Radio EMCOMM mission contributes to the
situation.” This is why programs such as ARES ® often claim only 1/100 of one percent of the overall active Amateur
Radio population within a state as active participants.
Let’s face it; a lot of hams are freeloaders. They want spectrum access, they want to play with radios, they want to
contest or obtain a license for “prepping,” but they can’t find a day a month to attend an EMCOMM meeting or 15
minutes once per week to support a traffic net.
The creation of Radio Relay International allows us an opportunity to develop and implement new policies designed to
improve the quality of traffic handling and emergency preparedness. However, the most difficult hurdle will likely be
the management of delivery delays.
Traffic operators may want to consider the following options for managing the delivery delay problem:
1. Create a new precedence of “bulk” (“B”) for bulk message originations.
2. Reserve the “routine” precedence only for personal or administrative radiograms.
3. Specify 72-hour expiration time for routine messages, after which the routine message must be delivered or
serviced back.
4. Create a “dead letter office” at the state level for expired radiograms. This would be a volunteer on the net who
would be willing to accept expired radiograms for delivery. The “DL representative” could be different each night
and he/she could be checked-in much like a region or section net liaison. Routine radiograms that have reached
the 48-hour limit would be handed off to the “DL Rep” for delivery or servicing.
Ultimately, RRI is in the customer service business. Our service (product) is the delivery of radiograms. In a sense, we
are analogous to a restaurant. One bad experience will tend to drive the customer away, even if it’s an aberration. That
customer rarely returns.

A traffic system riddled with delivery delays will ultimately suffer a degraded reputation and successful emergency
management exercises that demonstrably prove the efficiency of the traffic system will never be able to overcome the
loss of customers, many of whom ultimately become potential volunteers. Let’s make it a priority to solve the delivery
delay problem for these routine radiograms.

Tr o p i c a l S t o r m N e t B e i n g O r g a n i z e d
By James Wades (WB8SIW)

Radio Relay International has picked-up the proposed Tropical Storm Net (TSN) project for further development. The
former web page that had been de-activated for a time during the recent political turmoil is back on-line at:
www.tropicalstormnet.org
So far, feedback on the project has been a bit mixed. Several hams argued that a manual reporting system is
unnecessary in the era of automated digital weather stations connected via the Internet and APRS. Yet, these systems
are quite vulnerable to the effects of major disasters. Power outages can limit the availability of important APRS nodes
and automated weather stations can be isolated from the outside world by infrastructure failures. However, a good
3

quality set of basic weather instruments and an HF or VHF radio can operate indefinitely without infrastructure.
Another advantage of the manual reporting method is the fact that the activation of manual networks stages
communications resources for transition into SITREP or operational modes. If nets are activated initially to report
meteorological data, they can seamlessly transition to include situational reports summarizing storm damage,
infrastructure failures, various emergency management problems and so forth. This process can then transition easily
into operational message traffic work on behalf of served agencies. Therefore, one can summarize this process as
follows:
Phase One: Meteorological data reports incorporating basic data such as wind speed, direction, barometric pressure,
precipitation. This serves a dual purpose of activating networks and key stations.

Phase Two: Situational Awareness Reports transmitting brief summaries of infrastructure failures and disaster effects
(bridge failures, widespread power outages, communications failures, flooding, highway washouts, etc.). This big
picture data can be used by agencies to anticipate response needs.
Phase Three: Operational message traffic in support of agencies or local communities.
In other words, one can see how the applications of such a network can transition from one purpose to the next as the
emergency management cycle evolves, with each phase naturally staging resources and preparing connectivity for the
following phase. An automated system can not do this.
As with all RRI programs, the reporting formats will be based on radiogram methods. The radiogram format offers a
variety of advantages for such operations, including:
1. Message serial number for reference in reply messages, requests for clarification, etc.
2. Precedence to direct timely routing and delivery.
3. Station of origin identifies network topology.
4. Place of origin identifies where the observation was made or where the event occurred (may be different
from location of the ham radio operator).
5. Time of origin (and date) identifies the time the observation was made or the event occurred.

6. Data is contained in the text in a consistent format, which makes it easy for agencies to cull specific data or
convert the reports to tabular format.
7. Signature assigns responsibility for the report to the individual or agency which gathered it.
Such a system offers a variety of advantages, which may not meet the eye at first glance. Radio Amateurs are
encouraged to not view public service communications activities as simply a technology application, but as a complete
process in which customer interface, quality control and consistency from point-of-origin to end-user must be
considered.
While it is true that plenty of weather data is available on-line, such data is a one-trick pony. The methods used to
collect this data do not naturally transition into an operational model. Furthermore, privately owned weather
instruments are not always properly sited or calibrated. Only occasional exercises with associated quality control
checks can verify this. In other words, an organized group of ham radio operators brings something more to the table
than just a collection of data. They bring consistency, quality control and other value-added capabilities.
Radio Relay International encourages hams in areas subject to tropical weather events (summer or winter) to get
involved. A cycle of periodic emergency exercises will be implemented beginning in 2017 to provide the practice and
organization needed to jump-start the program and ensure operational readiness.
4

E M P a n d t h e Tr a f f i c H a n d l e r
By Byron “Luck” Hurder (WA4STO)

Here in Nebraska, the cornfields are pretty much razed and the traffic nets are moving back to 80 meters.
But over near Omaha, there's a “little” Air Force Base which is the home of our nation's Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM). See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Strategic_Command for some of the gory
details.
USSTRATCOM is a source of concern to me, as it places a potential EMP bullseye over my tiny town of Wilber.
That bullseye is quite large, perhaps encompassing the vast geographical majority of our nation's midsection.
EMP? That would be one or more Electromagnetic Pulses which could easily take out my wife's gift to me of a
spiffy new TS-590SG last Christmas. It's a wonderful radio for the traffic handler but it just wouldn't stand a
chance. Neither would my otherwise fabulous Palstar tuner, which has all kinds of electronic gizmos in it, or my
computers or … well you get the idea.
All of which has left me wondering just how to get back on the air, back to my Inter-Area Traffic skeds, and back –
at least a little – to the way my traffic handling life was before the EMP struck.
Then I bumped into W7EKB. Now, I knew Ken from having sent and received traffic with him during various
skeds. We got talking, via email, and it turns out that he is truly an expert in the world of homebrewing tubebased receivers, transmitters, amplifiers and what-not. You know, things that could easily prove to be far more
resilient during the “events” that I seem to be so paranoid about.
Ken pointed me to a number of web sites, which included his own, as well as the “glowbugs” group and others as
well. None of those folks talked much, if at all, about EMPs but I continue to wonder if their love of tubes will
keep them on the air when all is said and done. Paranoid? Maybe. But I keep thinking about all the transistors
and integrated circuits in my present gear.
Not wanting to miss my skeds or even consider missing them, I dug in. First chore was to build a power supply for
the elderly ARC-5 receiver that was donated to me as a “permanent loan”. The power supply is based on two
schematics that Ken provided. Oh, and
who do you suppose loaned me the ARC5? You guessed it!
One of the
schematics showed the inclusion of two
voltage regulator tubes which I opted to
utilize. You can see those VR tubes in my
mess, uh really fine build, shown in the
photo. Yes, this is my first radio DIY
project in 40 years, but I make no
apologies.

The power supply and the ARC-5 receiver
are the first parts of this project. If/when
I achieve success, it will be on to a tubebased DIY transmitter and – if I live long
enough – an amplifier – all the while
crafting up small articles like this for QNI.
Hope you enjoy reading them! 73 de
WA4STO
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M o r e t h o u g h t s o n “ E M P a n d t h e Tr a f f i c H a n d l e r ”
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Luck’s article on the previous page raises an interesting topic, which has been discussed periodically in Amateur Radio
publications over the years. For many Americans, the idea of a war on the North American Continent or a “loose nuke”
scenario seems impossible. However, both nuclear and specialized EMP weapons exist. If Amateur Radio is the
communications system of last resort, perhaps it is reasonable to at least consider how one might communicate after
an EMP event.
For starters, a major EMP attack would likely bring a large portion of our infrastructure to a standstill for an extended
period of time. The power grid, petroleum and natural gas pipeline distribution networks, rail and transit systems, the
Internet, and countless other utilities we take for granted would likely cease to function over vast areas for an
indefinite period of time. It would no longer be possible to simply drive to a nearby service station and pump gasoline
to feed your automobile or generator. Undoubtedly, many solid state devices, which might serve as a component in a
renewable energy system would be affected. A horse and sizeable pasture might become a very valuable asset!
Certainly, vacuum tube equipment is an option, but such equipment also requires a source of power. Therefore, one
would need to consider the loss of both convenient sources of gasoline and the power grid. Some “preppers” have
been known to store solid state gear in a shielded container in order to overcome this problem. For example, one could
take a steel or aluminum trash can, install finger stock around the rim to create a low-impedance connection to the lid
and store a low-power solid state transceiver, solar panel and accessories in the container for such a scenario.

A vacuum tube based transmitter and receiver would certainly allow one to return to the air fairly quickly provided a
generator and stored gasoline were available. However, the generator would best be an older model that is less reliant
on solid state devices and control circuits. Perhaps a combination of the above mentioned “prepper” approach, a
simple vacuum tube station such as that being assembled by Luck Hurder (see previous article), and a simple generator
would be a good solution for both short-term activation after an event and transitioning into long-term functionality.
Pictured below is the “EMP-resistant” station at WB8SIW. It consists of a fully restored Johnson Viking One and a
Hammarlund SP-600 (R-274B/FRR) set up for full break-in. Of course, the equipment isn’t really maintained for an EMP
event, but it would likely survive such an event intact. When not in use,
the antenna system is always disconnected and grounded. Lightning
arrestors are present on the open-wire feedline input to the shack and
high-quality surge suppression is present on the AC line. While the
equipment is somewhat ancient, I often use it on traffic nets. The SP-600
has an amazing capability to pull a weak signal out of the noise. It is by
far the most quiet and sensitive receiver I have ever used (after a
complete rebuild). The only real drawback is the fact that I had to create
a set of calibration charts for the various ham bands in order to tune to
specific frequencies.
While older tube equipment such as this is likely quite survivable, it is
also power-hungry. Therefore, one probably shouldn’t put all of his eggs
in the “old gear” basket. Rather, a more “holistic” approach may be
necessary if one is to take EMP seriously. Perhaps we’ll cover this topic
in greater detail in a future issue of “QNI.”
...by the way, the blue plastic cover hides a standard Remington
Radiotelegraph Mill...it’s absolutely EMP proof as well and ideally suited
to copying message traffic! However, it won’t survive a direct hit from a
nuke.
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“Erased” The Second Century Public Service Communications Plan
or “ H av i ng Fu n wi t h Hy per bol e”
*** An Editorial ***
By James Wades, WB8SIW

A plan created in a vacuum will not be followed and is therefore guaranteed to fail.
Those who have studied totalitarianism are likely aware of the many horrors of the former Soviet Union and Red China.
During the Stalinist era, it was insufficient to simply exterminate one’s political enemies and bury them in an unmarked
grave. Rather, it became necessary to erase the fact that they even existed. Party apparatchik would systematically go
through old documents and photographs and literally erase the existence of the person (and often their family) from
history.
The recent “Cascadia Rising” exercise is an unfortunate victim of a similar form of “erasure.” Of course, no one was
killed, and all hyperbole aside, a very faint echo of the controlling mindset seems apparent in organized Amateur
Radio. This is evidenced by the fact that news of NTS participation in “Cascadia Rising” was “proactively erased” from
not just numerous ARRL press releases, but other stories distributed by various so-called “news outlets” marketed to
the Amateur Radio community. Even when various Amateur Radio blogs and news services were contacted directly,
they refused to print or broadcast anything favorable to NTS. In other words, the former NTS program was
systematically “erased” from recent history, albeit in a somewhat proactive manner.
One can’t help but suspect that had a high-profile contest club organized the national level operations for “Cascadia
Rising,” it would have been covered in great detail and celebrated in 105 point type in “QST” and the news would have
been parroted by Amateur Radio’s so-called “news media.” One can see the headlines now; “Yellow Dog River Contest
Club proves contesters have excellent EMCOMM skills.” But when a group of dedicated traffic handlers do so…...the
response is nothing but dead silence.
We can only speculate as to why NTS was subjected to systematic “erasure.” However, some evidence seems to
indicate that the former NTS program did NOT fit into something called the “Second Century Public Service
Communications Plan.” Correspondence from ARRL Executives seems to allude to this plan, yet, no details have been
disclosed to the ARRL membership. This too is a faint echo of Stalinist methods….top-down directive with no
stakeholder input. For example, let’s ask some questions:


From whom is input being sought for this so-called “second century” public service plan? Has the plan been
discussed in an open and transparent manner? Have any polls been conducted? Have substantive articles covering
the shaping of the apparent plan been published in “QST?”



Who was involved in the development of some type of plan, which, according to ARRL officers is apparently on a
very short “four month” fuse? Have their names been disclosed? Have any articles appeared in print disclosed their
background and the affiliated organizations or employers with whom they associate so that members can identify
possible conflicts of interest?



Why would a plan, which would likely rely heavily on implementation by local and state ARES resources, not be
formulated with significant input from the very people who would be expected to implement it, such as Emergency
Coordinators or Section Emergency Coordinators?

This is an example of a type of management better suited to a Wall Street investment bank than a volunteer based
grass roots organization. Even state and Federal government offers better transparency. For example, consider issues
of conservation and natural resources management. Most state DNR agencies hold hearings throughout a state before
they change hunting and fishing regulations. The US Forest Service will request stakeholder input both in writing and at
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meetings before altering existing regulations governing the use of national forest lands. The Federal Communications
Commission issues a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) and seeks stakeholder input before voting on a proposed
regulation. Such process ensures that the public (those served) have at least some input in policy making.
So, what does the ARRL do? They claim to be developing a “Second Century” Public Service communications plan, but
they apparently need to do so behind closed doors. Perhaps it’s a matter of national security? Perhaps certain radio
amateurs are being issued high-tech suitcase radio transceivers incorporating digital encryption equipment in
anticipation of being deployed behind enemy lines, and it would be best to keep things on the QT.
Whatever this “Second Century” program is going to be, it seems that the former NTS structure was not included in the
planning. When NTS volunteers did little more than participate in a disaster exercise in the same manner as is done by
hundreds of ARES groups around the country every year, the ARRL Executive Committee apparently saw it as a threat
and decided to “erase” NTS as a player, not just in the news, but by decapitating the leadership.

Fortunately, Stalin and Mao are dead and buried, and while the ARRL apparatchik may be able to erase traffic handlers
from their Cascadia Rising press releases and QST, they can’t drop us down an abandoned mineshaft like Czar Nicholas
II and his family nor can they cut off our access to the Internet and social media as is commonly done in communist
countries.
Perhaps the time has come to use an alternate method; a “work around,” if you will. The September issue of “QNI”
carried a detailed summary article covering the Cascadia Rising results. Why not take the following steps:


Send the “QNI” article to your radio club newsletter editor and ask him to print it in the next radio club bulletin.



Are you an ARES or AUXCOMM member? Why not e-mail the September issue of “QNI” to all of your fellow
EMCOMM organization members?



Do you have a personal web page? Why not post a link to the September issue of “QNI” on your web page?



Are you on “Twitter” and social media? Why not post a link to the September issue of “QNI” on your Facebook
page or send a tweet?



Are you active on various Amateur Radio e-mail reflectors? Why not send out an e-mail containing a link to the
September issue?

Take a page from activists. When confronted with an establishment blockade, they take action. They organize, they
circulate information in the background, they speak truth to power. Right now, the power is contained in the hands of
a few egotists who control the ARRL Board of Directors. Don’t surrender. Instead, get angry! Create an imaginary image
of them sitting back in smug confidence, sipping 20-year old single malt scotch and smoking fine Cuban cigars at their
summer homes in the Hamptons while crushing the peasant under their boot heel. Imagine them lighting those cigars
with 100-dollar bills obtained from their Wall Street Investment Banking activities in which other people’s money is
used to gamble and speculate in rigged markets while the peasants struggle to pay back 30-percent interest loans for
their used cars. Dwell on the imagery contained within this hyperbolic metaphor long enough to get upset, but don’t
get angry. Instead, get ACTIVE!
This is OUR Amateur Radio Service. We have the same right to it as those who would exclude us. We have a voice;
let’s use it! They may try to silence our voice in their press releases and via their cronies who play the role of selfstyled journalist, but we can still be heard. Let’s get the word out about the participation of our RRI volunteers in
“Cascadia Rising.” Let’s refuse to take “NO” for an answer. Let’s tell our fellow radio amateurs about Cascadia Rising
and about our new organization.
73, WB8SIW

A question to contemplate: Do our “leaders” within the Amateur Radio Service seek their
positions to serve their fellow radio amateurs, or do they seek their positions to fill a void in
their ego?
8

More on “Fraternal Spirit”
By James Wades, WB8SIW

In the process of filing comments in reference to NPRM RM-11708, commonly referred to as the “Symbol Rate
Petition,” a New York State radio amateur specifically identifies several sysops (control operators) whose stations were
identified operating outside the automated sub-bands. The fact that several stations had inadvertently shifted outside
the automated sub-bands may be germane to his arguments submitted to the Commission. However, one could argue
that calling out specific individuals by name and exposing them to possible notices of apparent violation is
inappropriate at the minimum and vindictive at worst. While this may not have been the intent, it very well could have
been the result.
Within the Amateur Radio Service, it has always been customary to first contact a radio amateur who may be violating
the rules in order to offer him an opportunity to correct his error. After all; people make mistakes. Memories are
fallible. Sometimes, an action is taken in haste without an operator paying particularly close attention to the limits of a
particular sub-band. Perhaps a control operator is unaware that his transmitter is producing a spurious emission or the
like. The good faith, personal approach of first notifying a fellow operator might be viewed as an investment in the
fraternal nature of the Amateur Radio community.
In a prior issue of QNI, we expressed concern that the strident political mindset so prevalent in the broader culture is
beginning to infiltrate the Amateur Radio Service. What may be most disturbing is the fact that such behavior is often
exhibited by educated men, who should have the necessary capacity to govern their actions in a philosophical manner.
The fact that so many of us seem to “not play well with other children” at an advanced age and state of education
should be very disturbing. One might even go so far as to argue that we are creating a multi-generational culture in
which people are well trained in technology and analytics, but in which their fundamental emotional and philosophical
thinking seems to be underdeveloped.
Sadly, the very subject of WL2K in general, and the symbol rate petition in particular, seems mostly devoid of reasoned
debate and rational discussion. Some opinions expressed on e-mail reflectors and web pages, such as “QRZ.com,” have
more in common with the interminable gun control or abortion debates on the national stage than they do with the far
less important issue of a few automated digital stations in the Amateur Radio Service.
Opponents of RM-11708 seem to argue that elimination of the symbol rate petition will somehow fill the bands with
malicious interference. Yet, the arguments used to justify this line of reasoning often seems to be devoid of balance.
Arguments such as “if you can’t afford commercial e-mail you can’t afford the yacht,” and so forth are specious and
inappropriate to reasoned debate. Let’s fact facts: Some refuse to engage in an honest examination of the
interference regularly caused by their own preferred operating activities, but nonetheless feel justified in pointing out
the faults of others with the zeal of a clergyman.
I suspect an honest man or woman would conclude that there is far more interference and lack of equity in spectrum
access caused by the ever growing number of contests, sprints and similar activities than there is from all WL2K and
digital operations combined. This is not to suggest that there are not reasonable arguments against the RM-11708.
However, if one is to advance an argument in opposition to the NPRM, one should do so in a balanced, intellectually

Not that kind of fencing
“When are you going to fix that front fence, Hiram” asked the farmer’s wife.
“Oh, next week, when Silas comes home from college.”
“But what will the boy know about fixing a fence, Hiram?”
“He ought to know a heap. He wrote me that he’d been taking fencing lessons for a month.”
9

honest way and, in doing so, one definitely shouldn’t make it personal.
Let’s leave the irrational, emotion-based arguments so prevalent in national politics out of ham radio. Our hobby and
service should be an oasis from strident behavior. In particular, let’s act in good faith by offering our fellow radio
amateurs an opportunity to correct signal problems or off-frequency operation first, before calling them out by name
to the FCC. Then, only if the individuals in question prove recalcitrant should one call them out to the authorities.

“Apparent Importance”
- A trip down memory lane “The ‘apparent importance’ of a [radiogram] has been proved to have a very direct bearing on the speed of relaying a
message and the likelihood of its delivery, especially if the relaying is to be attempted through several unknown stations
instead of between one or two known reliable stations keeping regular schedules. It may seem a strange commentary
on amateur relaying that such is the case, but examination of delivery results proves the statement; and the very fact
that amateur radio is a hobby, and that it is ‘human nature’ to devote most time and effort to doing what seems most
worthwhile, will afford sufficient explanation. In successful relaying work all factors must be taken into account.
—- From the 1934 ARRL Radio Amateur’s Handbook.

So many of us think that we are different from our predecessors because we own “smart” phones and have access to
“Google.” Yet, a careful review of the evidence says otherwise. There is a reason the Bible, classical literature, the fine
arts, and history continue to speak to many despite society’s immersion in a world of shallow entertainment and the
media narcotic. Technology may have improved with time, but the same human nature that motivated the ancients
continues to burn just as brightly within us today.
It is easy to forget that the radio amateur of 1934 struggled with many of the same human foibles as does the radio
amateur today. More often than not, we simply forget the past, or rather, we prefer to remember the good and
compartmentalize the bad to be filed out of sight. Nostalgia is fun, but not always accurate.

Why she was named “Fertilizer”
A little girl, a newcomer to the class, gave her name to the teacher as “Fertilizer Johnson.”
Later, the teacher asked the child’s mother if that was right.
Yes’ ma’am, that’s her name,” said the fond parent. “You see, she was named for me and her father. Her father’s name is Ferdinand and mine is Liza, so we named her Fertilizer.”
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Radio Relay International Expands to Asia
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
The creation of Radio Relay International has catalyzed a surprising amount of interest in a professional, systematic
approach to disaster communications. Often, this interest comes from radio amateurs with a professional or military
background and they understand the value of standard procedures, a cogent approach to network and frequency
management, and the need for accountability when acting as a carrier of important message traffic.
One such group is located “down under.” In recent years, a group of former maritime and military radio operators in
Australia decided to form their own national traffic network. In the process of investigating analogous networks and
situations in other parts of the World, they stumbled across Radio Relay International and our various documentation,
publications and “YouTube” videos.
After a variety of e-mail correspondence, a representative of the Australian organization was invited to attend an RRI
Board Meeting. It turned out that we had much in common in terms of both experience, mutual associations and, most
importantly, a vision for the future of disaster communications and traffic handling. As a result, Australia will now join
the European Union as a component in the Radio Relay International system.
The expansion of RRI to Australia will do more than simply “add” a country to our International network. Our
colleagues in Australia bring with them the benefit of existing relationships with other serious radio amateurs located
throughout Asia. As such, the opportunity exists to lay a foundation for systematic traffic exchange throughout
Southeast Asia. This could prove of significant benefit during major Asian disasters, particularly for International NGOs,
consulates and expatriate communities who require emergency communications support during events such as the
disastrous 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and Tsunami.
There are also real national security implications. The majority of the World’s communications traffic does not travel
via satellite as is commonly imagined. Rather, undersea cables are the backbone of the Internet and International,
public switched telephony. The loss of connectivity with foreign countries, particularly in the developing World,
remains a possibility.
RRI Digital Traffic Network (DTN) personnel are now working with our new colleagues overseas to implement an
automated digital connection. This full-time, automated digital gateway between the RRI system in the United States
and Australia will be supplemented by a redundant high-speed CW link, which can be pressed into service to handle
additional message traffic or to serve as an “order wire” in support of the digital circuit in time of emergency.
The new Australian digital hub can also serve as a gateway for other Asian nations, which wish to start integrating with
the Radio Relay International system.
So what can one expect from this arrangement?
1. North American traffic operators can anticipate routine traffic exchange with Australia. This will serve as a
foundation for organized disaster response when needed.

2. The integration of US and Australian assets in future International disaster exercises.
3. The appearance of regular columns in “QNI” featuring news and information submitted by our Australian and
European colleagues. This information will not only facilitate internal organization within the respective country,
but encourage the exchange of ideas and information between nations regarding best practices for EMCOMM
planning.
4. Future issues of QNI will contain statistics from our foreign partners. This will also help place traffic handling on an
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International basis.
On a final note; our recent experience with our colleagues in Australia demonstrates what CAN happen when a group
of motivated, serious operators dispense with politics and break the shackles and hidden agendas of their national
Amateur Radio societies, most of which are vested primarily in promoting contesting or, worse yet, desperately trying
to re-invent Amateur Radio in the image of the Internet and social media.
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Amateur Radio in the Grand Canyon
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Each year, a lottery is held to issue permits for private (non-commercial) whitewater trips down the Colorado River.
With odds somewhere in the range of 1 of 6 to 1 of 8, it can sometimes take years to obtain a permit. A group of us
had the good fortune to obtain a permit for late October, 2016.
A year of careful planning preceded the trip. Obtaining the proper equipment, arranging the logistics and so forth took
some time. Fortunately, a good friend has considerable experience as a professional river guide, which made much of
this process straightforward and simple.

While a satellite phone was available as the primary emergency communications tool for the trip, it was reserved only
for “9-1-1” type calls. Therefore, we decided to take along a small ham radio transceiver as both a back-up and
secondary communications tool. The equipment consisted of:














Yaesu FT817ND Transceiver
4.5 Ah gel-cell battery
LDG (Par) “End Fedz” 40/30 meter wire antenna
20 feet of Slick-line and throw-bag for hoisting antenna
Palm “mini-paddles” for internal electronic keyer
Army J-37 straight key
Write-in-rain level book for logging, notes, etc.
40 radiogram blank cards
Microphone
DC power cable
Small solar panel for “topping-off” battery
Pencils
Multi-tool (“Leatherman”)

Everything, with the exception of the solar panel, fit nicely into a 50-caliber ammo box. The ammo box proved ideal
because it is entirely waterproof, it remains tightly closed under nearly all conditions, it’s easily carried and secured to
the frame of a raft. These characteristics are essential when the radio must stay dry while being exposed to the
significant rapids on the Colorado River!
Before the trip, the radio unit was set-up in the backyard. With the antenna just six feet off the ground to simulate a
NVIS scenario, several good signal reports were received from throughout the Midwest. The radio was then sent ahead
with the camping gear to Arizona.
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During the trip, the radio transceiver was
routinely strapped to the frame of the raft.
This held it in place securely under any
conditions, unless, of course, the raft were to
be seriously damaged or lost.
Those using the raft also used identical
ammo boxes to store personal items they
would access throughout the day or items,
which had to stay dry (cameras, medications,
snacks, first aid equipment, etc.).

50-caliber ammo can providing a watertight home for the radio equipment. Good quality cans are available from sporting goods stores.

On the first night, communications was
established with N7IE and a radiogram was
received. Signal reports for my portable
arrangement were QSA-1/QRK-1. This was
extremely disappointing...and we hadn’t
even descended deep into the canyon yet!
As it was dark out at the time, I put the radio
equipment away with the intention of taking
a closer look the next day. It was then that I
learned my first difficult lesson about
portable operation in the Grand Canyon.
As one camps at various locations in the
Canyon, he encounters a very find sand. It
gets into everything; one’s nose, eyes, coffee
cup, toothpaste...and even BNC antenna
connectors. A close inspection of the
matching transformer revealed that the
female BNC connector was packed with sand,
which couldn’t be easily removed This
prevented the center pin from making proper
contact with the transformer.
Lesson 1: Include an old fashioned hat-pin or
small safety pin in your kit. You will need it to
pick sand out of connectors, push buttons,
the edges of displays and the like.
In order to keep things light as possible, I had
decided NOT to include an SWR bridge. The
poor connection to the matching transformer
probably went unnoticed during the first day
of operation, which, of course, brings us to
another lesson:
Lesson 2: Make room for a small SWR bridge
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or use the SWR meter function on your transceiver.
The following day, I did manage a couple of contacts with random stations, which seemed to indicate that the signal
was radiating out of the canyon fairly well. No traffic was originated or received, but I was pleased to know that I could
be heard.
On the fourth day, a new wrinkle arose. An older gentleman, who had brought along a portable CPAP machine had
already discharged the 22 Ah gel cell battery that powered it. The solar panel I had intended to press into service to
charge the ham radio gear was diverted to charging the battery for his device. This required cutting a piece of wire off
the end of my LDG antenna and, using a “Leatherman” tool and some tape, modifying the charging connector to
interface with the medical device.
Two very small solar panels were also available, which were to be used to charge my cell phone (useless as a
communications device but an excellent portable camera). These were also borrowed regularly by others. Fortunately,
I had brought two such panels, so sharing was not problematic. Unfortunately, these small chargers were too small to
have an impact on the gel-cell battery used with the ham radio gear.
Another problem was the short duration of sunlight. In late October and early November, the combination of a low sun
angle and high canyon walls means that one is lucky to get a few hours of sunlight on the river each day. On the advice
of one of the river guides, I had left a larger portable 25-watt solar panel at home, which I typically use to charge a
laptop computer in remote areas during engineering projects. Instead I used the aforementioned smaller panel. In
retrospect, there was plenty of room for the larger solar panel. As a matter of fact, it was tiny compared to the amount
of alcohol that some managed to pack onto the rafts!
Lesson 3: Bring a second solar panel or consult in advance with others in your party to make sure there are no
“technology surprises,” in which a higher priority device requires the use of your solar panel (such as a medical item).
Likewise, size your solar panel based on the fact that the Canyon offers limited hours of sunlight.
The good news was that the 4.5 Ah battery held its charge quite well. It was then decided to reserve battery power by
doing as little transmitting as necessary in order to allow us to use the radio for another VERY IMPORTANT
priority...The World Series!
Obviously, there is no Internet, cellular service, television
or FM radio signals deep in the Canyon. However, one
can receive AM broadcasts surprisingly well and the FT817ND turned out to be a surprisingly good AM
broadcast receiver. Those of us who wanted to hear the
game would set up the radio each evening after dinner
and then tune in the play-by-play. This made the ham rig
a very popular commodity during our voyage. It also
allowed us to provide much needed updates to the Cubs
and Indians fans both within our group and for those we
occasionally encountered hiking or rafting the canyon.
Most were very surprised to learn that we could receive
the broadcasts in the Canyon and many asked how we
did it. Invariably, someone in the boat would say
“shortwave radio,” which added an aura of mystery to the

Baseball fans listening to the exciting game 7 of the World Series! Both
Cubs and Indians fans got along fine. The transceiver can be seen sitting
atop the boulder at the center of the photo.
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whole affair. Interestingly, absolutely no one expressed an interest in hearing the Presidential Election returns on
November 8!
In retrospect, a good quality AM transistor receiver would have proven to be an excellent asset.
requirements and size would have been minimal compared to the microprocessor controlled FT-817ND

It’s power

Lesson 4: A good quality AM transistor radio might be a useful addition if there is something you absolutely need to
hear about. Just make sure it’s a sensitive model with good directional characteristics. Spare batteries might be useful
too!
So, what are some other useful lessons learned?


In retrospect, a daily weather report for the Grand Canyon area would have been very helpful. A brief summary of
the forecast for the following day transmitted in radiogram format would have been ideal.



A daily report of stream gauge readings (USGS water flow in CFS) at two or three selected locations would have
been useful information for planning before running some of the larger and more dangerous rapids. Ham radio
could have served well here as well.



NVIS is a bit tricky. A few RRI operators in closer proximity to the Canyon would have likely been beneficial.



If I had it to do over again, I would have used an 80/40 meter antenna rather than a 40/30 meter antenna. I
discovered that 30-meters was essentially useless from within the Canyon. 80-meters would also have offered
access to a more diverse group of operators on nearby CW traffic networks and, under the existing solar
conditions, would have likely proven superior for NVIS work.



If I were to do this over again, I would set up a protocol by which my primary point-of-contact would call me for
the first five minutes of the scheduled time and then, if he didn’t hear me, the protocol would call for him to
transmit any radiogram for me “blind.” This way, if I couldn’t transmit for some reason, I might still be able to
receive him without difficulty.

While some of the results of the exercise were a “mixed bag,” the activity nonetheless won some friends for the
Amateur Radio Service. With some tweaking and a somewhat more advanced protocols, RRI networks could prove to
be a beneficial service for those who engage in outdoor activities in remote areas far from cell phone range.
The activity also proves that some older, non-infrastructure dependent services remain of value, including good old
fashioned AM and shortwave radio broadcasting. Undoubtedly, thousands each year spend a week or more out of
touch in the Grand Canyon when a good quality, compact transistor radio could likely provide them with occasional
useful news reports. It seems likely that many, particularly under the age of 40, don’t even know that broadcasting
exists. Yet, it can penetrate into places where FM broadcasting is poor to non-existent and it can provide services not
available in areas where FM coverage is limited to a few local stations. We see the value of AM medium wave
broadcasting regularly at our remote cabin in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula when AM radio provides access to baseball,
hockey and similar broadcasts not available locally.
Finally….some undoubtedly want to know about the “non-radio” aspects of the trip.
A gentlemen on the Bright Angel Trail asked me to describe the whitewater experience. My response: Periods of great
serenity and beauty punctuated by brief periods of excitement and, occasionally, fear. The power of the Colorado River
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is simply amazing. While the whitewater rapids are less technical then the rapids of a river such as the famous
Gauley River in West Virginia, the raw power of the Colorado is far more significant and the price for an error can be
serious, particularly in the Class 8 to 10 rapids. In my non-expert opinion, it seems several factors make the
Colorado River unique:


The complexity of the fluid dynamics is such that one can be easily mislead by surface appearances. With an
invisible, rocky frictional boundary layer at the bottom, a powerful main water column at mid levels, and a
surface in which eddy currents and reactions are often sharply contrasting, it is easy to get into a predicament.
The Colorado River is not for beginners. The National Park Service also requires that the trip leader have
significant, demonstrated whitewater experience.



Hiking on side canyon trails to see special features or archeological sites is strenuous. Those who regularly hike
trails labeled as “strenuous” out East or in the Midwest will likely describe many of these trails as “technical” or
extremely strenuous. Bring good-quality hiking boots, carry plenty of water and make sure you are in decent
physical condition before committing to a trip.



With water temperatures in the 50 degree–F (10-C) or less range, shock to the cardiovascular system can be
significant if one has underlying cardiac issues. One should be physically prepared for the unlikely, but
nonetheless possible situation in which a boat might flip or he might be ejected into the frigid water. Few drown
in the Canyon. Rather, most die from falls, dehydration or heart attacks.

However….don’t let these things scare you. The risks are minimal and the beauty of the canyon is exquisite. It cannot
be appreciated from photos, which fail to capture the size, scope and grandeur of the place. The Grand Canyon is
simply one of those places that must be experienced to be fully appreciated.
As I proceeded down the river, I felt as if I could somewhat understand why so many of the aboriginal peoples view
the Canyon as sacred. The rock walls seemed to be lined with the rock forms of the native ancestors keeping watch
over the river and its inhabitants.
One seems to descend through the
millennia to prehistoric times as
the river cuts deeper into the
canyon. The words of the poet
Bryant’s “Thanatopsis” come to
mind: It seemed as if we were
given the privilege of entering a
“mighty sepulcher” of the ancients,
“rock ribbed and ancient as the
sun.”
I consider myself privileged for
having had the opportunity to
make the trip through the Grand
Canyon. Whether it’s an auto tour
and a stay at Bright Angel Lodge or
the El Tovar Hotel on the South Rim
or a whitewater rafting trip, you
won’t be disappointed. (continued)
One can enjoy long periods of quiet and solitude on the river surrounded by beautiful vistas, which
constantly change as one descends through the canyon.
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If you do decide to take ham radio along, be sure to coordinate with RRI for any desired communications support. Our
members will be glad to work with you. Finally, CW is also a recommended mode. A laptop will not do well in the difficult environment and SSB will simply
prove too inefficient for reliable communications.

Above: A kayaker in our group navigates a rapids on the upper half of the Colorado River.
Below: This view of the river extends out about 3 miles from the prehistoric Nankoweap Granaries, about 52 miles from Lee’s Ferry by
boat. The photo was taken from about 600 feet above the river.
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New RRI Operating Manual to
be released:
The much awaited RRI Operating Manual
has gone through the final round of peer
review and it is now in the final edit phase.
RRI members can expect its release very
soon.
We appreciate your patience while every
effort is being made to ensure that the initial edition is of professional quality.

Above: A sunset from one of our campsites along the river.
Below: A view of the Grand Canyon from near the top of the Bright Angel Trail

Once the manual is released, please be sure
to share the document with your local
emergency communications programs
such as “ARES ®,” AUXCOMM and similar
groups.

Spread the Word!
Traffic handling is alive and well. It
is the only activity that provides
real hands-on training to prepare
for emergency communications.
One way to spread the message is
by circulating a copy of “QNI” to
your fellow radio amateurs. Take
some time to e-mail a copy to your
fellow radio club members. Post a
copy to email reflectors. Share a
copy with your ARES ® or other
EMCOMM organization.
The success of Radio Relay International is in our hands. Collectively,
we have the power to spread the
word about real emergency communications preparedness.
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Neighborhood Amateur Messaging Stations
Putting the People’s Messages First
By: George Bradford (KF5QEZ)
Reading Kate Hutton’s K6HTN article, Health and Welfare Radiograms, in the September 2016 issue of QNI, caused me
to go ahead and submit this paper which I have been mulling over for several months now. It gives a title to many of
the concepts that Kate brought up in her article. Thanks for the nudge, Kate. Hopefully RRI will agree with these basic
concepts and incorporate them into future planning.
This paper is focused at the Amateur Radio Operator who may not be able or willing to meet all the travel, certifications and requirements of modern day ARES/RACES emergency communications. These operators are knowledgeable
of the history and political evolution of the radiogram and the National Traffic System (NTS) and many of these operators are dedicated to preserving the art and science of providing a radio messaging service to the general public. A service that has been carried out every day for over a hundred years. A service that the people can count on whether the
electricity is on or not.
The concept of the Neighborhood Amateur Messaging Station (NAMS) is to expand the number of smaller scale messaging services operated from within an operators own neighborhood. Public Service in amateur radio may not be just
about the many HAMs who are certified and obligated to work in an EOC, it can also be about finding a way for the
many other radio operators to assist the greater number of people who reside in an undamaged home but are affected
by the general loss of phone and/or internet. These people should not have to try to navigate damaged roads or overcrowded facilities in order to get a message to their family.
Let’s not forget where we came from; since its inception in 1914, the American Radio Relay League (ARRL) was formed
for the purpose of delivering personal messages though out the United States. Most HAMS know of the ARRL service to
the military as the nation was facing World War I. Radio messaging evolved further with the advent of the ArmyAmateur Radio Service in 1929. This service was organized to aid the Army and the American Red Cross with aid to distressed communities. The amateur radio operator’s original purpose was to provide a message service for the people.
After a cessation of activity, following World War II the National Traffic System (NTS) was formed in 1949 and has been
passing messages every day since.

If a radio operator wants to work in a shelter, a hospital, or the EOC and is willing to take all the courses to become
qualified and vetted, God bless you for making yourself available to assist the government. But the title of this paper is
Neighborhood Amateur Messaging Stations. The concept is coined to give a purpose for the many more operators who
don’t want or aren’t physically able to become a modern day emergency communicator but would be willing to help on
a smaller scale within his own neighborhood. No additional certificates or travel required. They won’t have to endure
the rigors of long shift work. Your neighbors who already know you can come to your home or portable station and ask
you to forward a radiogram to a relative living outside or even within the impacted area. There is no duplication of service or conflict with existing agreements except that NAMS welfare messaging will put the people first.
Is Radio to Radio Communications Still Necessary?

The advancements of emergency communications over recent years have led to the question whether or not direct
radio to radio communications using the grand old Radiogram still has a place in modern internet-based emergency
communications. The question leading to some of the uncertainty: is it really possible to lose all communication with
the outside world? It’s easy to become complacent with the convenience of our internet-supported radio communications, especially since most outages cause only minimal disruption; but as history has taught us over and again, ice
storms, hurricanes, earthquakes, solar storms, backhoes or good old fashioned too many people trying to use the same
system can wipe out technology. Yes it can happen, and if it does, will radio messaging still be there to help the people
get in touch with their family just like in the old days? Yeah-but it’s a little more complicated ...
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The ARRL has a motto “when all else fails”, but they have, in the name of faster and bigger, become increasingly dependent on computers and the internet. No one can deny that the efforts of the digital traffic networks have enabled
amateur radio to pass considerably more messages than would be possible with direct radio-to-radio message handling, but these networks need electricity and to a lesser extent, the internet. But in order to fulfill the vision of the
ARRL motto, we must never lose the most basic component of communicating, which is direct manual radio traffic networks. [Editor: Voice and CW remain the universal common denominators that allow any trained radio amateur with
basic equipment to originate and receive message traffic.]
Why does the Government have Priority?
MOA’s and MOU’s signed by the ARRL with just about every agency or organization ever deployed in emergency response have obligated the radio operator’s first allegiance to the served agency or organization. These agreements are
increasingly influenced by their local government and even the Department of Homeland Security. This means vetting,
numerous standardized training courses and certification, standardized ICS forms, considerable time and sometimes
additional expense for the operator who just wanted to help their neighbors. However, all this government influence
does come with one common thread - your personal welfare messages are, in their own words, a low priority. The
league’s operators must serve the government first. So the question remains; are the old days gone? Can the people
still count on amateur radio to deliver a welfare message to their family during extreme peril?
The NAMS concept not only fills the existing void for the people’s timely access to welfare traffic, it utilizes so many
more operators who are probably monitoring, but have no purpose because they are not directly affiliated with ARES
or RACES. There is one thing, however: all NAMS traffic (especially early in the incident) will have to be passed on Independent traffic networks that are not directly affiliated with ARES or RACES. ARES and RACES frequencies will be busy
with emergency and priority traffic for the government. The good news is that Independent Traffic networks are becoming easier to find. The prudent NAMS operator should make a directory of times and frequencies of networks he
can reliably hear. With this information he or she can set a schedule for your neighbors to bring messages to your
home. The only effective method for logging these message requests is still going to be our old standby – the Radiogram. The most current information about how the independent traffic network works and why it exists is on the Radio
Relay International (RRI) web site. They are working on an all-radio digital network that should be a good fit for the
NAMS operator. More to follow. For now, I recommend you read up on this organization through their newsletter.
There is an endless array of portable or field radio station operations material out there but please consider these
points when planning the configuration of your NAMS operation.
Operator Preparation
 Your Personal Family Plan is always your first priority. Locate and treat injured family members. Secure your homes
damaged utilities, damaged walls and windows need to be covered and make sure your NAMS radio station is operational.
 Always carry a hard copy (preferably laminated) of out of area family contact information. These members should
be pre-briefed to expect a call or radiogram and to pass updates to the rest of your family. List an out-of-area family contact in both the east and western US in case the long distance circuits to one part of the country are also
busy.
 Develop an activation protocol and check-list to put your station in service.
 Check into traffic nets as often as possible and pass routine traffic to stay in practiced with message handling. Be
good at one thing; remember, we are communicators not rescue personnel.
 Recognize that fatigue causes mistakes, so fight fatigue by posting one hour schedules for receiving messages from
your neighbors and then get some rest in between.
 Don’t make promises you cannot keep!
Station Capability


Spend a little money on a vinyl banner that is easy to read from the street: posting the “Neighborhood Amateur
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Message Station – emergency radio messages to home.” Add hours of operation. The lettering should be bold with
at least eight inch letters.
Consider RF safety around portable antenna sites. Low power settings will help, especially if running on emergency
power.
Portable antennas, batteries, generators, PowerPoles. Enough said …

Getting to know your Neighbors




Let them know what you can do for them should normal communication fail.
Put on quarterly demos in parks or your home QTH so your neighbors can send practice messages to their family
contact list so that everyone can maintains familiarity.
You should also get to know your local CERT and ARES liaison. If your neighbors bring a report of an emergency situation to your messaging station, use their local V/UHF networks to relay the report directly to the team that has
authorization to relay the report to the EOC.

Wrapping it up
This paper is for those who don’t want, can’t travel or are not qualified for the modern approach to emergency communication, but still want to help. It provides an entry level for radio traffic handling that will ultimately increase the
number of available operators during emergencies. We have all stated the need for improved recruiting. The very presence of these operators can reduce the outgoing message workload in message centers and provide more operators to
receive incoming traffic. Who knows, these operators may find an interest in CW or digital operation.
The Neighborhood Amateur Messaging Station is tasked solely with the people’s messages, not the governments. Not
every neighborhood has a CERT contingent, and at first the NAMS will be few and far between, but if we talk it up and
get our neighbors involved, the numbers will build into a positive force. The increased digital network workload may
dictate that we form separate independent NAMS networks that do not handle ARES or RACES traffic. Either way, with
minimal effort it can be a win-win for all involved. Sometimes simpler is better. I hope the RRI community will adopt
the independent NAMS concept and talk more about this during their planning.
George Bradford KF5QEZ
Granbury, TX
Kf5qez@gmail.com

Editor’s Notes:
George’s recommendations are much in line with other initiatives and proposals recently advanced within
the Amateur Radio Service. Many “short-fuse” communications outages occur each year when fiber optic
cables are cut or widespread power outages disable cellular data networks and Internet service. Methods
for activating RRI facilities and other EMCOMM networks during these events to support neighborhood messaging or to provide contact with a 9-1-1 center (PSAP) outside the isolated area is a worthy endeavor.
One of the benefits of traffic nets is their capacity to provide a ready-made infrastructure to support individual emergency communications activities. Additionally, small EMCOMM groups, such as those located in rural areas, can make more efficient use of limited personnel by using such ready-made infrastructure. This
eliminates the burden of staffing local EMCOMM nets and allows the EMCOMM manager to put more volunteers in the field.
We hope to discuss this issue further. Other topics to consider include providing a gateway to link CERT
groups, Search and Rescue and similar programs to important agencies and facilities.
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MUF Madness
By Kate Hutton K6HTN
In a previous article, I had suggested that a cycle of traffic nets, being on the same frequency, at the same, time day
after day, provides us a good opportunity to learn about the ionosphere. Area nets may manifest the added complexity of greater variation in conditions, due to their wider coverage. The region nets and local/section nets, however, give
us a good chance to study NVIS. They are, in a way, a sort of the poor ham’s ionosonde. We are also lucky enough to
have a real ionosonde within our region (Region 6), courtesy of Vandenburg Air Force Base and the Digisonde web site:
http://car.uml.edu:8080/common/DIDBYearListForStation?ursiCode=PA836. We can use these data to help us understand what is going on.

Since I started participating in RN6, I’ve noted something that didn’t fit well with my view of the ionosphere, which was
largely based on the General-Class License manual and other similar sources. My expectation was that, after sunset,
the oft-quoted foF2 and hence the NVIS MUF, would steadily and monotonically decrease as the atoms and ions recombined, turning off traffic nets as it passes through their operating frequency. However, on many days I observed
that the second session of RN6 (RN6/1 or RN6/late) was clearer and stronger than was the first session (RN6/2 or RN6/
early), even though it occurs almost two hours later. This kind of behavior may (or may not) go on all the time, but it is
most apparent in the winter, when propagation isn’t as good and sunset is earlier, compared to net time.
Below is the ionosonde data from the web site earlier in one particular evening, not long after sundown. The Vandenburg Digisonde gave this:

You can think of these plots (ionograms) as showing radar returns at different frequencies (horizontal scale in MHz).
The vertical scale shows the height of the reflecting layer. A stack of returns like this shows that the ionosphere is so
strong that radio waves can bounce between the F2 layer and the ground multiple times!

Look at the red (ordinary F2) and green (extraordinary F2), especially where they turn upward, which is at the foF2 and
fxI (or FxF2) frequencies. For those of us using linearly polarized waves (from dipoles), the higher of the two values
(fxI) is the MUF for vertical propagation. This particular sounding appears to show at least five bounces between the
ionosphere and the ground: good NVIS propagation, maybe a little “echoey”!
For our first 80-meter NVIS net of the evening two hours later, the Southern California Net, at 0300Z, we got what is
shown on the ionogram at the top of the next page. FxI was well below our frequency at 3.537 MHz, so nobody copied
anybody. There was also only enough ionization to provide a little more than one return, as opposed to five, two
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hours before. This behavior is what I expected, based on the General license manual, due to the Sun being below the
horizon, giving atoms and ions a chance to recombine.

Following, RN6 first session at 0345Z failed, too. See below; there are no surprises. The highest critical frequency was
actually below 3 MHz. RN6 has stations up to about 400 km apart (California is a long state.), but we still couldn’t hear
each other.

The WAN (Western Area Net) at 0430Z was good, but it is a wider coverage area net. The closest station to me was
Rob Griffin K6YR, at 164 km. I heard him pretty well, but I know that he was using an amplifier and should have been
blasting me (since I had the audio gain turned up!). In spite of this poor performance, the Digisonde shows the returns
getting slightly stronger and foF2/fxI going up!
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By the time RN6/2 came along at 0530Z, NVIS was back in operation. fxI was back up to 3.75 MHz, well above our operating frequency of 3.575 MHz.

This kind of behavior doesn't happen every night, but it's remarkably common. It has mystified me in the past and
continues to do so. What besides UV rays from the Sun is energizing the ionosphere well after dark?? I sent the ionograms from this particular night to an ionospheric expert in Alaska, Eric Nichols KL7AJ, and asked him to please explain
how this can happen.
Eric replied: The ionosphere is subject to weather patterns, just as "real" weather is!
Clouds of ions, instead of water vapor? OK. If it is weather, then, for us in California, it must be a prevailing weather
pattern. If you know the answer to this riddle, please let me know! Maybe there is a late-evening on-shore wind
bringing ions back in from somewhere where the Sun is still shining? At 300 to 400 km altitude?
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Before I leave you with the idea that this makes sense, let me throw in an ionogram from different night, when NVIS
worked pretty well, although it may have sounded a bit funny!

I read this to mean that the E layer was, for whatever reason, so strong that it produced two reflections and also almost completely obscured what was going on in the F layer. Please correct me if I’m wrong, here!

They say that participating in a hot contest is the way to prove your skill as a ham radio
operator. Not quite! The true challenge is pulling off a traffic net in the middle of a hot
contest!!

A Note from N1PZP: Could I also add to the next issue somewhere that I love sending radiograms to people when it is there birthday or anniversary and that if they send me an email or
radiogram with their dates I will include them in my yearly list.
My birthday is February 24 and my wedding anniversary is March 22.
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An Emergency Communications Trailer
By Jeff Meyer (K4DKW)
Members of the Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club and Pitt County ARES and RACES have constructed a well-equipped
communications trailer for use during public service activities and emergencies. The trailer is well equipped for operation on a variety of frequencies including High Frequency, VHF, UHF, Aircraft and Maritime allocations. In addition to
being available to support emergency and public service communications functions in the Greenville, North Carolina
area, the trailer will be used to demonstrate Amateur Radio for schools, scouting organizations and similar groups.
Peter VanHouten ( KG4WEZ) was the driving force behind
the construction of the trailer. He invested considerable
time in the construction, finishing and wiring of the trailer.
The rest of us just teamed up to get it moving.
The Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club is also moving forward
with the reactivation of club station N4OAK at the Oakwood
School. The club station will include HF & VHF capabilities
located in a private school meeting room. We are planning
on activating it in January and rolling out the station for
STEM training in electronics, propagation, weather, communications, etc. and extending it to the Scouts and community
at large. We’d also like it to become the Pitt County SKYWARN NCS station, a club station to host seminars on a variety of Amateur Radio topics and training as well as possibly
sponsoring an ISS contact in 2018.
————————————————————-Editor’s Comments: The Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club trailer exemplifies some important design elements in a communications trailer. For example, the radios are mounted on shelves above the desks. This frees desk space for important administrative functions, laptop computers, maps and other paperwork. When operating in a public service
communications configuration, radios are typically tuned to a specific net frequency, which remains static throughout
the event. As such, the radio shouldn’t be placed directly in front of the operator since there is little need to repeatedly
tune or adjust it.
The trailer also shows neat, business-like wiring, coaxial switches, and the availability of headphones. The use of the
latter tend to lower the noise level, thereby allowing
the operators to function side-by-side without
affecting each other.
Finally, the use of a trailer, as opposed to an RV, can
prove advantageous. Should an RV or truck suffer mechanical problems, it becomes immobilized. However,
a trailer can be hooked to any available SUV or pick-up
truck and transported using the alternative vehicle.
Other recommendations for a communications trailer
include placing digital or Morse operators between
voice positions, further shielding voice operators from
ambient noise. A networked printer along with additional toner/ink cartridges, paper and the like can also
be advantageous for printing messages for delivery to
served agency officials.
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Network Statistics
August through October 2016
The following section contains a new feature of “QNI” in the form of a variety of statistics related to RRI operations. Because
this is a new feature, one will find that this initial run of data is somewhat experimental and incomplete. As we move forward into 2017, we expect that the data set will be more complete and consistent.
It should be noted that late 2016 also brought some problems, which have impacted our data set. This includes the fact that
a couple of key personnel suffered some personal setbacks, which precluded data collection and reporting during all or part
of the reporting period. Nonetheless, although the data contained herein is incomplete, it should give one a snapshot of the
large amount of traffic handled on RRI nets. It will also provide one with a snapshot of the diversity of activities and modes.

Our long-term goals for this section are as follows:
1. We would like to see the net data for each state (or section) consolidated into a single set of figures (QNI/Traffic/
Sessions)
2. We would like to see a monthly composite report for each RRI Area along with an associated digital activity report for
each area (the Central Area report is an excellent model).
3. We plan to develop a simple formula to determine a “dollar value” related to participation in RRI activities, which can be
used to demonstrate the importance of Amateur Radio public service activities as an emergency management function.
Well we would like to drill down to publishing the statistics for every single net, the reality is that the administrative burden
required is likely excessive. Therefore, we ask that the following guidelines apply.
1. If a state/section has a functioning (reporting) traffic manager or other official, he/she should provide a cumulative report for that state. In other words, the total QNI, traffic and sessions for all manual mode nets in his state/section.
2. If a state/section does NOT have a functioning traffic manager or other cooperating official, the individual net managers
are asked to report directly to the QNI Statistician.
SAR and PSHR reports can also be submitted (see following page). When doing so, please try to retain the following format:
PSHR:

1 R WB8SIW 11 MARION IL NOV 3
JAMES GESCHWINDNER N1PZP
192 MANCHESTER ST. APT 8
CONCORD NH 03301
608-856-5275
PSHR 1/28 2/40 3/20 4/0 5/0 6/0 TOTAL 88 X 73
WADES WB8SIW

SAR:

2 R WB8SIW 7 MARION IL NOV 3
JAMES GESCHWINDNER N1PZP
192 MANCHESTER ST. APT 8
CONCORD NH 03301
608-856-5275
SAR ORIG/10 SENT/14 RCVD/22 DELV/22 TOTAL 68
WADES WB8SIW
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How to submit Net, PSHR and SAR data:

As you might imagine, our Statistician has a big job each month. In order to make his job easier, please
try to submit your reports in a standardized format. This makes it easier to cull data from these reports
when consolidating them into spreadsheets. The use of radiogram format is also encouraged, even if the
report is being submitted via e-mail. Why? Again, the idea is to have consistency between reports.
Searching around for data within an e-mail is very time consuming. Please see the article entitled
“proposed reporting formats” for submitting you monthly reports.
Point-of-contact for submitting Net Reports, PSHR and SAR data is as follows:

James Geschwindner N1PZP
192 Manchester St. Apt. 8
Concord, NH. 03301 603-856-5275
lafrance26@yahoo.com
Why submit data?
1. It lets the Amateur Radio Community know we are active and involved.
2. It informs regulators, such as the Federal Communications Commission about the extent of
activities on our networks and our level of emergency preparedness.
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IATN RRI-West Cycle 2
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By James Wades

A family member who recently graduated
from college took a job selling billboard
advertising. She learned very quickly that
many potential clients view billboards as
“antiquated” and would prefer to invest in
“digital” advertising. No amount of statistics
or data can convince some of these individuals that billboards are effective. Apparently, for many, the perception of “cool” prevails.
Some Amateur Radio enthusiasts seem to
fall into a similar trap. It seems many find it
necessary to dismiss the very characteristics
that make our activities unique in an effort
to reinvent Amateur Radio in the image of
the Internet and social media. For many of
these same people, it also means a mutually
exclusive view of modes and methods in
which some must be categorized as
“obsolete” while others are categorized as
“relevant.” A few seem so desperate to re-

store the luster of the hobby according to their
own vision, they are willing to pay any cost up
to and including the destruction of the basic
fabric of Amateur Radio.
It may be wise for some of these individuals to
consider the fact that one can’t always predict
the future. Reactively responding to technology trends may prove to be as productive as
committing one’s resources to any fad. Once
the luster of “apps,” “social media” and the like
disappear and “tech” become a commonplace
yawn, future generations may be looking for
something unique. Then, the true, organic
character of Amateur Radio may again prove
appealing.
Amateur Radio should evolve organically.
Otherwise, we run the risk of going the way
of flag pole sitting, wide lapels, Racoon coats
or Poodle skirts. Whatever plans the so-called
“elite” of ham radio have should be carefully
considered in a broad, long-term context.
Let’s not run in fear of the god “baud,” prostrate at the altar of the Internet and social media.

The Audiotron
All contents are Copyright 2016.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

Another early vacuum tube unceremoniously lying about your Editor’s junk drawer
is Elmer T. Cunningham’s “Audiotron.” The Audiotron was essential a bootleg,
unlicensed version of the tubular Audion. This simple triode vacuum tube was of
fairly good quality and quite popular, particularly amongst West Coast radio
amateurs.
My version, pictured below on the right, was likely manufactured sometime
between 1915 and 1917. It has been placed on a special adapter to allow it to be
used in a type “UV” or “UX” vacuum tube socket. The
photo on the left, taken from the Internet, shows how
it looks without the adapter.
No one knows how Cunningham managed to prevail in
lawsuits filed against him by both DeForest and later,
RCA. Some historians suspect he had some personal
“dirt” on important RCA officials. Either way,
Cunningham eventually became “legit” and his
company was fully
integrated with
RCA by 1931.
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